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An Autopsy on Mortality 

If there was ever a time death itself perished, it was the First World War. Characterized 

by its culling of an entire generation en masse, World War One was a war hopelessly 

entertwined with death and its corpses as it laid entire bloodlines to rest in No Man’s Land. 

Even those spared from shells returned having straddled the boundary between life and death in 

some form. Combatants were forced to live in close quarters with the bodies which once ferried 

the souls of their brothers, involuntarily subjected to witness their decomposition, as a proper 

burial was simply not an option within the trenches. They shared living quarters not only with 

the dead, obliterating the holy line that once rested between the living and the dead. Soldiers and 

noncombatants alike had their right to mourn revoked from them entirely at some points, as the 

very nature of World War One often robbed individuals of a corpse for their family to mourn. 

This dynamic created an entirely foreign grieving process since termed “ambiguous loss.” These 

features of the First World War quickly bled into the literary movements of the era, especially 

modernism. The impact of these traumatic aspects of the war allowed modernism to develop one 

of its most characteristic features: the deconstruction of the binary of life and death. World War 

One’s complete desanctification of the corpse, alongside it’s halting of the mourning process, led 

to the near complete deconstruction of a binary view of life and death in modernist literature. 

For much of World War One, No Man’s Land served as an open air cemetery. The entire 

landscape, scarred and battered, hosted its dead as surface wounds. Some fallen soldiers existed 

as nothing more than shrapnel, eviscerated by falling shells. These casualties were robbed of the 

right to leave behind a corpse. Even intact corpses were neglected, leaving their families with 

nothing to mourn. Bodies shed in No Man’s Land were left to rest under the sun for days, rotting 
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amongst the shellfire. Venturing into No Man’s Land was a task reserved for the foolish or the 

suicidal. Therefore, the recovery of bodies was completely neglected on the battlefield, leaving 

No Man’s Land to play host to a plethora of rotting corpses. 

On all fronts, countries put forth immense effort to censor this dynamic. Propaganda was 

crucial to control the population and retain popular support. Letters sent home by combatants 

were often censored en masse, either by the soldier himself in an attempt to shelter his loved 

ones from trauma, or by democratic countries desperate for popular support. Percy Kingsley, a 

canadian combatant stationed at the infamously gory Battle of Ypres, wrote a letter home which 

made no attempts to shade civilians from the gunfire. His letter depicts his experience before, 

during, and after the Battle of Ypres. Every word is soaked with the stench of human rot, tainted 

by the scent of “over 300 dead Germans” (Kingsley 1.)  Kingsley reports that the bodies had 

been decomposing for 8 full months, each brining in their own rancid fluids. Despite being 

abandoned “since last October,” the bodies were left to embrace the elements, with no effort 

made to dispose of the corpses or to return them to the bereaved (Kingsley 1.) This abandonment 

of corpses was common practice in World War One, leaving soldiers to bump shoulders with the 

spent shells of their companions. 

This interaction did not come without significant mental trauma for the combatants. 

Wilfred Owen, arguably the most infamous trench poet of the first world war, offered some 

commentary on the constant exposure to corpses and the impact that exposure had on soldiers in 

search of the right to grieve. His poem, “Anthem for Doomed Youth” offers readers a snapshot 

of the battlefield in a grotesque parody of common funeral rites. “Anthem for Doomed Youth” 

depicts the complete deconstruction of the mourning process on the battlefield. The speaker 
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attempts to mirror traditional funeral rights, comparing the “stuttering rifles’ rapid rattles” (Owen 

3) to prayers passed in funerals. The speaker finds no condolences amongst the gunfire, leaving 

him to attempt to process grief without the rituals intended to supplement the process. This 

neglect of the sanctity of mourning left soldiers to neglect their grief. 

The death of mourning left soldiers to wrestle with a surface level understanding of 

death, robbing of their ability to fully comprehend the casualties they were left to witness. A full 

understanding of the experience of death cannot be constructed without the ability to 

successfully navigate through the stages of grief. Trench poets and combatant authors alike 

demonstrated throughout the war an inability to comprehend the departure of the souls, 

exhibiting the deconstruction of their ability to mourn. This dynamic served to deconstruct the  

binary of life and death in the minds of combatant authors by completely corrupting their idea of 

how death and, by extension, the mourning process, might manifest.  

World War One’s open air graveyards were not confined to No Man’s Land. Corpses 

regularly spilled into and under trenches, devolving from a human body to a mound of earth. 

These masses of flesh became a feature of the battlefield, leading to the construction of a 

landscape in which the dead often outnumbered the animated.  Allyson Booth coined a term for 

these trench-bound burial grounds, defining them as “corpsescapes.” A corpsescape forces 

soldiers to adapt to the bodies surrounding them, thereby forever entwining their conception of 

life with their conception of death.  

Corpsescapes in World War One were characterized by a number of features which 

forced soldiers to exist with, live with, and socialize with the corpses populating the areas 

surrounding their trenches. Booth’s novel, Postcards from the Trenches, collected several 
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accounts of corpsescapes, characterizing the soldier’s relationship with their fallen as one of 

corrupted comradery. Soldiers viewed corpses as existing in a space between life and death, 

frequently interacting with the corpse as though they were living entities. 

Peter Kingsley’s account of the battlefield of Ypres also includes his depiction of the 

trenches’ corpsescapes. He includes a depiction of his first sleeping quarters, claiming he “slept 

on a grave containing a number of dead Germans and they were so near the surface that the 

ground would spring up and down like dough, and oh that smell.” Kingsley not only depicts the 

inadequate burials common in WWI, as these Germans were buried only a couple feet below the 

surface in a mass grave, but also the extent of which soldiers were forced to socialize with the 

dead. The proximity of soldiers to the dead forced them to literally sleep among the dead. 

Trench life so corrupted soldiers’ conception of corpses that, after some time, soldiers 

began to interact with the dead as they interact with the living. One soldier reports his regiment’s 

interaction with a corpse, claiming that “[t]here was one which we all shook [hands with] when 

we passed, saying, ‘Good morning’, in a posh voice” (qtd. In Booth 55). Although this 

interaction seems, at first glance, an attempt to lighten spirits with a carefree ritual, it exemplifies 

the complete and total desanctification of the corpse. Corpses were no longer holy entities, and 

death was no longer a spectacle. Death was not to be addressed as something to be contemplated, 

it was inherently intertwined with one’s way of life.  

This intertwining was diametrically opposed to previous conceptions of death. Prior 

incarnations of grief aimed to ease the living into acceptance of the departure of the dead by 

granting them a restful period of time to process the loss and accept the removal of a loved one 

from one’s life. If what soldiers experienced in the trenches can be called mourning, it stood as a 
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polar opposite to traditional conceptions of mourning as a result of the corpsecapes. Life as a 

combatant, by the very nature of war, was unpredictable, brutal, and most of all restless. The 

bereaved were robbed of grieving periods. The corpsescapes were even more damaging to the 

mourning process of soldiers. As the soldiers were forced to live amongst gored graveyards and 

brush against fallen soldiers, viewing a departed friend as being removed from life was 

impossible.  

This frequent interaction with the dead left such an impact on soldiers that intimate 

encounters with corpses often transcended reality, making their way into literature. Soon, 

modernist authors constructed a trope called “The Man I Killed,” named after a chapter in  Tim 

O’Brien’s much later war novel, The Things They Carried. The trope depicts a soldier’s 

contemplation of life and death in the face of the corpse of a man he has just killed. The soldier 

often experiences extreme guilt in the face of the corpse, resulting in the complete deconstruction 

of the idea of nationality. The corpse evolves from that of a faceless enemy to a human being 

with a life story, severely damaging the soldier’s ability to cope with the inherent aspects of war. 

Scenes depicting a living soldier’s enervating interaction with corpses, be they friend or foe, 

manifest throughout modernist war novels. One of the most famous examples of this trope is 

Paul Bäumer’s crisis in a shellhole with the corpse of Gerard Duval in Erich Remarque's 1929 

novel, All Quiet on the Western Front.  

Bäumer’s encounter with Duval begins with a patrol into No Man’s Land. Paul gets 

separated from his unit and, while attempting to rejoin his friends, is forced to take shelter in a 

shellhole as an assault begins on the other line. Paul lies face down in a shell hole and pretends 

“to be dead”, beginning his exploration of the line between life and death by taking on the role of 
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a corpse (Renmarque 102). As the french soldiers begin their march across No Man’s Land, 

Bäumer steels his nerves and prepares to stab any enemy who might enter his shell hole. The 

french attack on Bäumer’s trenches fails and as the soldiers begin their retreat, Paul’s fears are 

realized when a soldier dips into his shellhole in an attempt to seek shelter from german artillery 

fire.  

Bäumer delivers three stab wounds to the soldier- enough to incapacitate him throughout 

the gunfire. The soldier gurgles and moans in agony throughout his stay in the shellhole, wearing 

Bäumer’s nerves ever thinner. Bäumer inspects the dying man, terrified to face him but driven by 

an immortal curiosity to know him. After making eye contact with the man, Bäumer is seized by 

a desperate need to save him from death. This desire wars with Bäumer’s knowledge that the 

man’s wounds are far too severe to recover from without serious medical attention. The man dies 

hours later, leaving Bäumer to familiarize himself with the corpse. 

Bäumer’s interaction with the corpse quickly evolves from propping up the body and 

closing the eyes to panicking about the grief his wife might suffer. Bäumer is overwhelmed with 

guilt, attempting to rationalize his actions to himself while simultaneously offering an apology to 

the corpse. Bäumer begins to address the corpse as if it were alive, speaking to it and pleading 

for it to “forgive him” (Renmarque 106.) Desperate to atone, Paul makes promises he cannot 

keep and learns the man’s history. He learns the man is named Gerard Duval, a printer in life. In 

learning Duval’s history, Bäumer has effectively reanimated the corpse.  

Paul’s interaction with the corpse reaches depth that Paul never achieved while they were 

both alive. Many of the relationships Paul forms with the men in his troop are based entirely on 

the mutual need for comradery, leaving Paul clinging to shallow relationships. Duval represents 
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an entirely different entity. Paul clings to what life story he can produce, clinging to debilitating 

empathy with each new strand of information. Paul animates the corpse, forging an unforgettable 

bond with someone who, moments before, was simply a malicious face among the shellfire. This 

is the single most emotional bond Paul is able to form with another human being. His most 

sincere lifeline is formed with the dead.  

Bäumer’s interaction with the corpse of Gerard Duval represents the complete 

deconstruction of the idea of life and death as a binary. In No Man’s Land, the living become the 

dead just as easily as the dead become the living. Duval’s corpse exists in the liminal space 

between life and death, exemplifying modernism’s transmutation of mortality from a binary to a 

transient state of being. In his comradery, Paul has reanimated Duval. The corpse is offering him 

companionship greater than any of his living friends have been able to provide. This enables 

Duval to figuratively cross the barrier between life and death and carve out a place for himself in 

Paul’s mind as a living person, attached to a living family. 

The perversion of death extended beyond Paul’s experience of proximity to the dead. The 

dead and dying were completely neglected. Nothing about death was certain. One was not even 

guaranteed the right to leave behind a corpse. The thought of a soldier’s family having a body to 

mourn was complete fantasy even if the corpse was left in one piece, as the combatant nations 

decided early on to make no effort to ship bodies home. This “corpselessness” quickly became 

the norm in World War One, robbing soldiers of the certainty and clarity of death while 

simultaneously leaving civilians to mourn a body they couldn’t fathom. 

The bereaved were deprived of a corpse through a number of ways. Countries refused to 

ship home corpses to those who had lost their loved ones. Not having a corpse sent home to 
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mourn left mourning citizens in completely uncharted territory. The cause of death could never 

truly be known. The idea of peace in death was corrupted by the lurking fear of a slow death. 

Most damningly, it was entirely possible that this soldier had gone missing, leaving the family in 

perpetual mourning. In the face of uncertain death, established coping mechanisms were useless. 

This was a completely new iteration of death. At times, the war itself produced casualties which, 

by their very nature, stole corpses.  

Many of the war’s offensives featured weapons which either left no body, or profaned it 

so much that there was little left to mourn. A direct hit from a shell could easily rend a body into 

impossible chunks. Worse still, many men were left as nothing more than crimson mist. The 

physical absence of a body severely damages the mourning process. It complicates one’s ability 

to conceive of the dead as truly departed. This dynamic was worsened still by the tendency of 

many armies to mark their soldiers who had been long since presumed dead as missing. These 

features made the manifestation of ambiguous loss exceedingly common among grieving 

civilians and combatants alike.  

Ambiguous loss is a perversion of the grieving process. The phenomenon was 

categorized by Dr. Pauline Boss in the 1970s. Type one ambiguous loss “occurs when there is 

physical absence with psychological presence” (Boss). This type of ambiguous loss can manifest 

in a multitude of different means, such as when a person is separated from a loved one for an 

extended period, left wondering if a person is alive or dead, or, as is the case in much of the 

ambiguous loss caused by the First World War, when a person is left without a corpse to mourn. 

In modernist literature, one of the most prominent examples of ambiguous loss is 

presented in William Faulkner’s novel, Flags in The Dust. The novel centers on a World War 
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One veteran named Bayard’s self-destructive attempts to grapple with the death of his brother 

John. Bayard represents a complete and total failure of the process of mourning as a direct result 

of the ambiguous loss of his brother John. John and Bayard worked together to man an aircraft. 

While coming under fire, John lept off of the aircraft. Bayard never recovered John’s body. 

Although it should be certain that John died upon impact, the absence of a corpse leads to a case 

of ambiguous loss. 

Bayard is completely incapable of processing this death. Pearl James camptures Bayard’s 

crisis perfectly, pointing out that “seeing his brother disappear… is worse than seeing him die. 

How do we Know what we know? How can bayard accept the psychologically unacceptable fact 

of his brother’s death without the evidence of a body?” (James 165.) This crippling grief leaves 

Bayard extremely traumatized. He becomes incapable of telling the story of his brother’s death, 

as, in Bayard’s mind, his brother might live on. Since his story is incomplete, how could he be 

dead? 

Bayard’s inability to conceptualize the death of his brother is woven throughout the very 

fabric of the narrative of Flags in the Dust. The plotline overflows with subplots that distract 

from Bayard’s greif, and at times the characters actively resist hearing about John’s death. This 

structuring actively mirrors Bayard’s own internal struggle to face his grief. Flags in the Dust is 

extraordinarily difficult to comprehend, leaving readers in a position where they have to 

completely reassess their typical patterns of reading. In the same way, Bayard has been presented 

with the impossible task of grieving a death he cannot understand. Ambiguous loss in Flags in 

the Dust represents a war more bitter than the Great War. Unlike the First World War, Bayard’s 

battle here proves fatal. 
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The old conceptions of both death and mourning were casualties of the First World War. 

Obscene rot spread across No Man’s Land and seeped into the trenches, drenching combatants 

with trauma that could not be shed in the era’s primitive forms of therapy. Even those spared 

from witnessing the sheer scale of death in the First World War were forced to process a form of 

grief that was completely impossible to comprehend. These aspects led to an irreversible 

deconstruction of the traditional ideas of the binary of life and death. The living became the 

dead, the dead became the living, and hundreds of  thousands more drifted throughout the spaces 

in between. Modernism quickly latched onto the complete failure of this binary, integrating it 

into its main tenets as a direct result of the interaction between the dead and the living in the First 

World War.  
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